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Glaciers
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Glaciers
• DeﬁniCon: a perennial body of ice that moves over
land/water and forms from the accumulaCon and
compacCon of snow
– Flows down‐slope from their own weight and gravity
– Flows due to the processes of gravity, sublimaCon and
pressure melCng
• SublimaCon – directly from solid to gas
• Pressure melCng – pressure forces water to open areas to refreeze
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Glacier Terminology
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Types of Glaciers
•

Alpine – conﬁned by surrounding bedrock; relaCvely small (Alps, Alaska)
– Cirque – semicircular basins on mountainsides or heads of valleys
– Valley – conform to pre‐exisCng valleys (U‐shaped)
– Ice caps – tops of mountains (Himalayas)

•

Piedmont – Alpine glacier that reaches lowlands and spreads outs

•

Tidewater – piedmonts or valleys that reach sea water

•

ConCnental ice‐sheet – Greenland/AntarcCca

•

Rock – surfaced by rock, fragments and unconsolidated material
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Types of Glaciers
Alpine

Muddy River Glacier, Frederick Sound, Alaska (1948)
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Alpine Glacier
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Types of Glaciers
Piedmont
Bylot Island glacier
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Types of Glaciers
Piedmont

Elephant Foot Glacier, NE‐Greenland

GEUS

Types of Glaciers
Tidewater

Outlet glaciers, Royal Society Fiord, Nunavut Bay, Canada
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Types of Glaciers
Ice sheets/Caps

Ice cap complex, Iceland
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Glacier Budget
• DeﬁniCon : diﬀerence between annual gain and loss
of snow and ice
– When accumulaCon exceeds ablaCon the net budget is
posiCve and glacier grows

• Zones :

– AccumulaCon – area where precipitaCon is adding snow &
ice to glacier
– AblaCon – area where ice is removed by melCng,
sublimaCon, wind‐erosion (ablaCon), and someCmes
calving
– Equilibrium line – separated the two areas (where process
is balanced)
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Glacial Zones
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Ice tongue calving 2010
Petermann Glacier, Greenland
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Glacial Flow
• Glaciers always move from zone of accumulaCon to zone
of ablaCon
– AccumulaCon zone – glacier and ice move downward relaCve to
glacier bed
– AblaCon zone – glacier and ice move outward and up

• Internal deformaCon – movement within ice due to
fractures, gravity and ice crystals deforming
• Basal sliding – pressure and temperature cause melCng
at ice/ground interface creaCng less fricCon
Kevin Mullins, Flagstaﬀ
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Glacial Flow (velocity)
• Temperature impacts velocity
– Generally – closer ice is to melCng point the faster it ﬂows
– Angle of slope impacts velocity
– Terminus “ﬂoaCng” impacts velocity

• Surge – periods of increased velocity
– Weather paferns
– Calving
– AccumulaCon of water near terminus

hfp://extremeicesurvey.org/
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data of #0:33 & 0:26 m a–1 for track 220 (Fig. 5; Table 4) and
the regional value of #0:25 & 0:06 m a–1 estimated by
Gardner and others (2013) for all of north central Greenland.

Glacier Dynamics

DISCUSSION
ð2Þ ofThe
ConservaCon
Mass
vertically averaged conservation of mass gives

nt elevation comparh surface topography
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where H is the ice thickness, ~
u ¼ ðu, vÞ is the vertically
averaged velocity vector with across- and along-stream

ConservaCon of Momentum
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Stress tensor generally NOT proporConal to
strain tensor (Non‐Newtonian Fluid)

ConservaCon of Energy
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Lüthi and Martin Funk, ETH Zurich, Switzerland and Greve and Blatter (2009).

tensorfor
relates
to stress tensor:
1Strain
Flowrate
relation
polycrystalline
ice
The most widely used flow relation for glacier ice is (Glen, 1955; Steinemann, 1954)
(d)

ε̇ij = Aτ n−1 σij .

(1)

(d)

with n ∼ 3, and where ε̇ij and σij are the strain rate tensor and the deviatoric stress
tensor, respectively. The rate factor A = A(T ) depends on temperature and other
parameters like water content, impurity content and crystal size. The quantity τ is the
second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor. Several properties of Equation (1) are
noteworthy:
Glacier
Dynamics depends on “eﬀecCve stress”
McCarthy
Summer School 2012
“Viscosity”
<‐‐‐> Yikes
• Elastic effects are neglected. This is reasonable if processes on the time scale of
days and longer are considered.

• A Newtonian viscous fluid, like water, is characterized by the viscosity η

• Stress and strain rate are collinear, i.e. a shear stress leads to shearing strain rate,
1 (d) rate, and so on.
a compressive stress to a compression
ε̇ij = strain
σij .
(2)

2η

• Only deviatoric stresses lead to deformation rates, isotropic pressure alone cannot
By comparison
with Equation
we find that viscosity
glacier
icechange,
is
induce deformation.
Ice is (1)
an incompressible
material of
(no
volume
except
for elastic compression). This is expressed as
ε̇ii = 0

1
∂vx. ∂vy
∂vz
n−1
2Aτ
⇐⇒
+
+
=0

η=

∂x

∂y

∂z

• Polycrystalline glacier ice is a viscous fluid with a stress dependent viscosity
(or, equivalently, a strain rate dependent viscosity). Such a material is called a
non-Newtonian fluid, or more specifically1 a power-law fluid.
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as wind, tides and exchanges with the shelf) as well
glacier. Evidence of such a circulation was found in 200
in the lower half of the fjord, and in 2009, when we
velocities within 20 km of Helheim Glacier. These data
the instantaneous circulation is dominated by fast curr
reverse with depth and in time, probably wind-driven t
and internal seiches20 (see Supplementary Informatio
externally forced flows probably contribute to the hea
but, also, cause it to vary greatly over hours and days—
that instantaneous velocity measurements cannot be us
the mean heat transport (see Supplementary Informa
alternative approach used here is to qualitatively recon
mean, heat-transporting circulation by identifying the p
GMW outflow and ambient water inflow. To do this
several assumptions. First, we assume that the distr
properties reflects the weekly to monthly averaged circu
opposed to the high frequency flows observed. This is
for the observed flow speeds and periods shorter than a
includes tides, barotropic and internal seiches) as they
transport properties back and forth over tens of kilome
Second, we assume that the circulation is mostly two-d
in the along-fjord direction. This assumption is suppor
limited across-fjord variability observed both in 2008
and is consistent with the fact that Sermilik is a nar
not strongly influenced by rotation. Third, we assum
properties within the fjord are primarily controlled by th
with the shelf, at the mouth, and the interaction wit
Glacier at the head, whereas surface fluxes have limit
This is justified both in summer, when the surface fluxe
and confined to a thin surface layer, and in winter,
fjord is mostly insulated by sea ice. At the mouth, rapid
exchange14 will tend to restore the fjord’s properties to t
ambient waters on the shelf, which, because of their lar
are unaffected by the glacier. At the ice/ocean boundary,
et al.
( 2011)
and cooling of the fjord’sStraneo
waters will
result
from melting
21,22
from glacial runoff . Finally, except for a narrow boun
at the ice edge, where vertical motions are expected to
we assume the circulation in the fjord to be horizontal,
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Figure 1 | Summer 2009 and winter 2010 surveys of Sermilik Fjord.
MODIS image of Sermilik Fjord showing the 2009 and 2010 station
position, including the position of Helheim’s front. The magenta line

